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Indications
Here is a brief intermezzo after all of these technical skills. You are probably wondering why we are devoting a section to the
practical skill of tying a necktie. When men work in hospitals in English-speaking countries as part of their training, they have
generally been expected to come to work wearing a shirt and tie (nowadays, an increasing number of hospitals have changed
this rule due to hygienic aspects). Those men who do not yet know how to tie a necktie are best advised to learn this skill
before starting to work at a hospital in English-speaking countries. Appropriately, the photographs shown here are mirror
images: your right hand appears on the right in the image and not on the left as it would standing opposite the person shown.
Complications
Many variations of excessively long or short ends may occur and are often accompanied
by fits of anger when the procedure is attempted in a rush.
Preparation
The difference between the long and short ends of the necktie will vary according to which
knot you would like to tie. A simple knot requires only a small length difference, whereas
the Windsor knot described here requires a greater length difference ( , Fig. 239.1). Do
not leave the collar open as shown in Fig. 239.2 but button it before you begin (Fig. 239.3)
because doing so afterward would be difficult and time consuming. Then turn up both
sides of the collar ( in Fig. 239.4).

Fig. 239.1 Length difference

Fig. 239.2 Do not leave open.

Fig. 239.3 Button collar

Fig. 239.4 Turn up collar.

As a righthander grasp the longer end of the tie with your right hand at the level of the shorter end (Fig. 239.5). Now cross
(
) the longer end over the shorter end and bring it to the opposite (left) side (Fig. 239.6). With your right thumb holding the
two ends together from behind at the point where they cross (not visible here), your left hand ( ) now grasps the longer end
(Fig. 239.7).

Fig. 239.5 Mirror image

Fig. 239.6 Cross over to the left side.

Fig. 239.7 Grasp with left hand.
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Then with your left hand ( ) pass the longer end upward behind the crossing point (Fig. 240.1). Using the index and middle
fingers of your left hand, push it through ( ) to the front from behind the crossover point (Fig. 240.2). There, grasp it from the
front again and pull ( ) on the long end (Fig. 240.3) until you have pulled it all the way through (Fig. 240. 4). Now grasp the
same long end with your left hand at a point closer to the knot (Fig. 240.5) and push ( ) it behind the knot to the opposite
(right) side (Fig. 240.6).

Fig. 240.1 Long end upward …

Fig. 240.2 … behind the knot …

Fig. 240.3 … and pull it through.

Fig. 240.4 Pull all the way out.

Fig. 240.5 Grasp closer to knot.

Fig. 240.6 Pass to right.

There your right hand takes the long end while the thumb of your left hand ( ) holds the knot from behind against the pressure
of the other fingers of the left hand (Fig. 240.7). Now you can let go with your right hand (Fig. 240.8) and again grasp the long
end about 10 cm from the knot (Fig. 240.9) and fold it upward (
).

Short
end
Fig. 240.7 Hold knot with left hand.

Long
end

Fig. 240.8 Right hand lets go …

Fig. 240.9 … folds long end upward.
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Then your right hand feeds the long end from above downward behind the knot (
in Fig. 241.1). Now change your grip and
with your right hand pull ( ) on the long end (Fig. 241.2) until you have pulled its entire length through (Fig. 241.3). The back
of the long end with the seam now faces forward. While you are doing this your left hand holds ( ) the knot in place.

Fig. 241.1 Feed long end through
from above and …

Fig. 241.2 … pull from below …

Fig. 241.3 … all the way through.

}

Now the right hand passes the long end of the tie in front of the knot to the opposite (left) side ( ) and takes over holding the
knot from the left hand (Fig. 241.4) so the left hand can let go of it (Fig. 241.5). The free left hand now grasps the long end (Fig.
241.6) and as in the beginning passes it a second time upward and on through behind the knot (Fig. 241.7). Here the thumb of
the left hand can press the resulting loop forward slightly (
, Fig. 241.8). Now the left hand reaches around and grasps the
long end from the front to pull it out ( ) while the right hand holds the knot in place (Fig. 241.9).

Fig. 241.4 The right hand takes
the knot …

Fig. 241.5 … the left hand lets go …

Fig. 241.6 … and grasps the long end.

Fig. 241.7 Push long end from 		
behind …

Fig. 241.8 … all the way through …

Fig. 241.9 … and pull out.
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Now what was once the long end has its „correct side“ facing forward. With all the loops it has gone through, it is now
considerably shorter than before (Fig. 242.1). Your left hand holds (
) the knot in place from behind while your right hand
lets it go of it (Fig. 242.2).

Fig. 242.1 Interim result

Fig. 242.2 Left hand holds knot.

Fig. 242.3 Right hand grasps
wider end.

Now your right hand grasps the wider end (
in Fig. 242.3) and pushes it by its tip through the front loop of the knot (
).
Your left hand now pulls this loop slightly forward ( ) to widen the opening (Fig. 242.4). You can use your extended right index
finger to help push the tie through (Fig. 242.5). While your right hand holds ( ) the knot in place, your left hand now pulls the
wide end ( ) downward (Fig. 242.6). Now the distance between knot and collar ( ) must be reduced. To do this, pull the knot
upward ( ) with your right hand against the resistance of your left hand, which is holding the tie (Fig. 242.7).

Fig. 242.4 Through the loop.

Fig. 242.5 Push through and …

Fig. 242.6 … pull tight
Often you will only need to pull a little
on the narrow end (
) to slide the
knot upward more easily (Fig. 242.8).

Fig. 242.7 Push knot up.

Fig. 242.8 Pull on narrow end.
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Usually you will have to smooth (
) the visible front of the tie by pulling it to gently to both sides (Fig. 243.1) and then make
fine adjustments (Fig. 243.2). The last step is to fold the collar back down (
in Fig. 243.3) and feed the narrow end of the
tie through the label loop on the back of the wide end (Fig. 243.4) to keep it out of sight behind the wide end. Now the
desired result (Fig. 243.5) has hopefully been achieved. Do not worry: With a little practice the time required will decrease
substantially.

Fig. 243.1 Smooth folds

Fig. 243.4

Fig. 243.2 Fine adjustment

Feed narrow end
through loop.

Fig. 243.3 Fold collar back down.

Fig. 243.5 Voilà!

Below is a schematic diagram reviewing the individual steps of tying a Windsor knot:
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Fig. 243.6
As an alternative you may also attempt this simpler knot:
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Fig. 243.7
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